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Introduction

The oceanic manifestations of the 1982-83 Hino have been documented
in three specia1 issues of the Tro ical Ocean-Atmos here Hewsletter
 Numbers 16, 21, 28!. In addition, presentations of tropical ocean
and wind data are found in the El kino Atlas 1982-83   Leetmaa and
Witte, 1985!. This paper summar lzes the extensive literature which
was available at the time of the symposium.

Composite Fl Nino

The kino event of 1982-83 differed ln many respects from klnos of
the period 1957-1977. Rasmusson and Carpenter   1982! have derived
a composite kino which spans the period 1950- 1973. This composite
representation has been averaged over the strongest six kino events
that occurred during this period. The basis of this compositing is
the strong coherence that is seen in the pattern of SST and wind
anomaly for each event. A three year time series of SST anomaly is
plotted a'tong a ship track �'S-12'S! parallel to the coast for
four major Hire events �957, 1965, 1969, 1972!  Figure 1!, The
timing of the April  year 0! and January  year + 1! SST anomaly
peaks is consistent among the events. The 1957-58 kino differs
from the others in that there were positive anomalies preceding the
event and the SST's did not return to normal 'tevels during
year + 1. It has been noted that the composite kino SST signal off
South America can be considered as an amplification of the annual
signai because the sharp rise at the beginning of the onset year
coincides with the norma'1 heating cycle  Rasmusson and Carpenter,
1982!.

Studies of the composite Hiho event have indicated a sequence of
events that characterize the phenomena for the period 1957-1973
 Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982!; the evolution of the SST and wind
anomaly fields for the composite kino fields is shown in
Figure 2. The kino event is preceded by a rather long period of
stronger than average easterlies in the western Pacific which
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Figure 1. Time series of SST anomalies along a shiptrack
�'S-12 S! parallel to the coast which spans the period of
four Winos �957, 1965, 1969, 1972! and the average SST
anomalies For a region bounded by 0'-10'S and 80'-90 W
�982!. Year 0 refers to the onset year  maximum anomalies!.
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Figure 2. Time/longitude sections of composite wind and SST  'C!
anomalies �'H-5'S! along the equator  west of 95 W! and axis
of maximum SST anomalies  95'W to Peru coast! during year -1
through year +1. For wind anomalies, a full barb is
equivalent to 0.5 m s-<. Reproduced from Rasmusson and
Carpenter �982! .



1982 � 83 El Nino

The first evidence of the incipient event appeared in the late
northern spring of 1982 when westerly wind and positive SST
anomalies became noticeable  Figures 3, 4!. The 1982-83 event was
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Figure 3. Time/longitude sections of SST  C! and aSST 'C! anomaly

� N-5'S! for 1981-1983. Shaded areas are SST > 29'C
and aSST > 1.0'C. Reproduced from Arkin, et al.,   1983!.

depresses the thermocline and increases sea level in the western
Pacific relative to the eastern Pacific. SST is slightly warme~
 colder! than normal in the western  eastern! Pacific. 1n
September of the year preceding the warming, the easterlies
decrease west of the dateline. Warming of the surface layer off
South America begins in December and increases to a maximum value
in June or July  Figure 1!; the warming is accompanied by an
increase in sea level along the west coast of South America.
Westerly wind anomalies appear in the central Pacific in the
northern suimner of year 0. The positive SST anomalies propagate
westward along the equator from the eastern boundary so that by the
end of the year 0 the maximum SST anomaly shifts to the central
Pacific. The secondary peak in SST off South America  Figure 1!
follows a sharp decrease in the northern spring of year +1 and a
return to below normal SST. Warm SST persists in the central
Pacific until the middle of year +1; by this time, the winds return
to strong easter lies and the event has run its course.
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Figure 4. Time/'longitude sections of zonal wind component  u! and
its anomaly  au!  m s-<! at 850 mb �'H-5 S! for 1981-83.
Shaded areas are u > 0 and au > 2.0 m s-~. Reproduced from
Ark i n, et al .   1983! .

not preceded by a period of strong easter! ies and associated high
 low! SST's in the western  eastern! Pacific sa that both the
timing of the initiation and the State of the system previous to
the beginning of the event d iffered from Hino events af 1957-
1973. ssT in the eastern Pacific started to increase in northern
summer and by Oecember 1982 maximum anomalies  > 3.5'C! were
observed at 120 N. The maximum SST anomaly  > 4.0'C! at the coast
waS ObServed in June 1983  Figure l!. lt may be seen that the
anomaly was larger in 1982-83 than in the othe~ major Hino events
and the rise in temperature preceded the annual heating cycle by
five to six months  the second rise in SST did coincide with the
annual heating!. Strong westerly wind anomalies persisted in the
eastern Pacific  east to 140 W! until mid-1983. Comparisons of
Figures 2, 3, and 4 shaw the following:   1! the 1982-83 event
began in the late northern spring, not the late northern fall; �!
the SST signal was at least twice as large as the composite value;
�! the SST anomaly moved from west to east instead of east to
west; and �! the westerly wind anomalies penetrated much further
east than in the composite Hino, and actually there were westerly
winds at the equator in the eastern Pacific.



Associated with the changes in winds and SST's were large signals
in sea level recorded at various islands located near the equator
 Lukas, et al., 1984!. In Figure 5 are shown island sea-level time
series at Nauru � 32'S, 166 54'W!, Jarvis � 23'S, 160'W!,
Christmas   1 59'H, 157'29'W! and Santa Cruz �'27'S, 90' l7'W!.
Large and sudden sea level changes are seen at Jarvis and
Christmas; for example, Christmas sea level rose 25 cm between June
and September of 1982. The Santa Cruz record shows a more gradual
rise between September 1982 and early January 1983, with a broad
secondary peak occurring 5 n Nay 1983. In general these sea level
changes are not related to local changes in winds but appear to be
due to remotely forced equatorial wave motions  Cane. 1983!. Sea
level rose along the coast of South America several months after
the rise at Santa Cruz, for example at Callao   12'S! the sea level
began a 35 cm rise in October 1982  Enfield, et al., 1983!. These
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Figure 5. Time series of daily mean and zonal wind index for the
equatorial Pacific near 170'E sea level from near-equatorial
Pacific island stations. Thin horizontal lines indicate long-
term mean sea level relative to an arbitrary reference. The
locations of sea level stations is described in the text.
Reproduced from Lukas, et al.   1984!.

changes in sea level imply a large shift in mass between the
western and eastern Pacific and a resulting change in the pressure
field  Wyrtki, 1984!. Time series of equatorial dynamic height of
the sea surface based on ship of opportunity expendable
bathythermograph  NBT! and sea-surface salinity data at three
longitudeS are plotted in Figure 6. 0uring the pre-El Niho period
�980-81! the sea-surface dynamic height is about 60 dynamic cm
higher in the western than in the eastern Pacific. Because of the
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Figure 6. Dynamic height of the sea surface relative to 400 db at
the equator �60'F, 150 W, 100'W! as calculated from XBT and
surface salinity  data made available by W. Kessler, J.-R.
Donguy and G. Meyers!.
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Figure 7. Zonal geostrophic volume transport of the Horth
Equatorial Countercurrent at 160 W and 160'E  data made
available by W. Kessler, J.-R. Donguy and G. Meyers!.
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east-west shifts in mass, the slope af the sea surface was reduced
ta zero in late 1982. Associated with the disappearance of the
east-west pressure gradient, was a drastic change in the current
structure resulting in the disappearance of the Equatorial
Undercurrent in the central and eastern Pacific  Firing et al.,
1984; Halpern, 1983!. Not only were there changes in the east-west
sea-surface topography, but also the meridional sea-surface profile
was modified dramatically which resulted in significant changes in
the zonal off-equatorial currents. For example, the zonal
geastrophic transport of the North Equatorial Countercurrent in
both the western and central Pacific  computed from the ÃBT data
set! increased by about 15 x 10~ mis ' in late 1982 and then
decreased ta very low values by mid 1983  Figure 7!. Significant
changes in geostrophic flow in 1982-83 appear ta have been limited
to 10 N-20'S  the North Equatorial Current was not affected
appreciably by the event!.
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Atmospheric Response to Equatorial
Sea-Surface Temperature Anomalies

J.M. Wallace
University of Washington

Introduction

The Joint Institute for the Study of the Armosphere and Ocean
 JISAO!, located in Seattle, involves scientists from the Univer-
sity's College of Ocean and Fisheries Sciences and the Department
of Atmospheric Sciences and the VOAA pacific Harine pnvironmental
Laboratory. We have a post � doctoral and visitors program funded
through the NQAA EPOCS program which is concerned with climatic
variability on the interannual t  me scale and we have been encour-
aged by our Administrative Board to explore the possibility of
studying year-r.o-year variability of fisheries recruitment. In
both these topic areas, the El Nino phenomenon, tne subject of this
meeting, plays an important role.

The main purpose of this lecture is to give an overview of physical
aspects of the El Niho and the related Southern Osciliation in the
atmosphere. I will begin by sho~ing some evidence concerniug the
global coherence of the phenomenon.

Empirical Evidertce of Global TeleconlIections

Eig. I shows a set of time-series oi. selected meteorological para-
meters; one data point per year. The top three curves are obvious-
ly very strongly related to one aunt'u-r: the correlation coeffi-
cients between them are all in excess of O.b and the correlations
are especially high during the most recent part of the record,
which corresponds to the most reliable observations. It is quite
remarkable that the time series represent three different variables
in three widely separated regions of the tropics  hence, the term
" teleconnecti,ons"!: the first one represents equatorial �'N-6'S!
sea-surface temperature  SST! for the region of the Pacific east of
the dateline; the second represents rainfall at island stations in
the equatorial central Pacific and the third represents sea � level
pressure at Darwin, Australia, far -to the west. All three time
series represent annual averages  April through Parch!. The years
with above normaL SST, rainfall and Darwin sea-level pressure tend
to be asso:.Iated with "El Nitro" episodes along the South American



coast. We have denoted the stronger episodes by vertical lines in
the figure.

Curve  d! snows the sea-level pressure at Tahiti, wnicn lies on the
eastern end of toe "see saw" for which Sir ai lber t Walker invented
the name "Southern OsciLLation" more tuan 5U years ago. The pro-
nounced negative correlation between sea-Level pressure ar. Uarwiu
 c! and Tahiti  d! on the interannual time scaLe i.s ev d..nce ot the
reality ot this phenomenon.

Curves  e!,  f! and  g! in Fig. 1 depict monsoonal rainfall in var-
ious parts of the subtropics. These curves are not as strongly
related to  a!,  b! and  c! as  a!,  b! and  c! are related to one
another  the correlation coefficients are on the order of 0.6!.
However, the relationships are still strong enough to be of some
use in long range weather prediction. Note that "'El Vino" years
tend to be deficient in monsoonal rainfall in many parts of the
tropics and subtropics. Other examples of dro«ht rei iii <s  aot
shown here! include Indonesia, eastern Australia, and parts of
French Polynesia and Brazil.

The curves labeled  h! and  i! represent samples of interannual
climatic: variability in temperate Iistitudes which appears to be.
related to Yl Nino events. The former, invo1ving surface air tem-
perature over southwestern Canada, was first noted hy Walker and
Bliss �932! and the relationship has obviously held up welL during
subsequent years, The latter, which involves rainfall. in toe U.S.
Culf states, apparently escaped Walker's notice, biir. Lt appears to
be equally strong. Other examples  not shown bere! include sea-
level pressure iu the Aleutians and over the southeastern United
States and temperature over northern Japan. There is al.so evidence
of reLstionships involving temperate latitudes of South America.
The relations between rhe southern oscillation  or gl Sino events!
and extratropical climatac anomalies appear to be restricteo to the
winter half of the year; 1 am not aware of any documented evidence
of strong relationships during the summer season,

We have known about the existence of rhe kinds ot relationships
described in Fig. 1 for many decades already. The FL Wino/Soutnern
Osr illation phenomenon has generated a great deal of excitement
during the past f ive years not becaus~ if the discovery of relecon-
nections, but because of the rapid development of our understanding
of why they occur.

Equatorial Sea-Surface Temperature and Precipitation Patterns
A schematic view of the coupled atmosphere/ocean clf,sate system
which is relevant to "EL NLKo" events in the Pacif ic and presumably
to phenomena in the other tropical oceans as weLl is shown in Fig.
2. In discussing this figure, I will qui,te arbitrarily begin by
assuming that rhere exists a large-scale pattern of sea-surface
temperature  SST! anomalies in some part of the tropical oceans,
The atmosphere responds to the existence of such anomalies in a
very complex manner; the redistributiort of heat and moisture
f luxes at the sea surface influences patterns of cloudiness, preci-
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Fig. 1. Time series of selected variables whose interannuai. vari-
ability is related to the Kl NiYno/Southern Oscillation phenomenon.
Each data point represents an average over 1 year or a season, as
indicated, where the years on the horizontal axis refer to the
beginning of the averaging periods.  a! Equatorial eastern
Pacific  South American coast to the date line! SST, April to March;
 b! rainfall index for central equatorial Pacific island stations,
April to March;  c! sea-level pressure at Darwin, Australia �2 S,
131 E!, April to March;  d! sea-level pressure at Tahiti �7 S,
150'W!, April to March;  e! rainfall index for the subtropical
North Pacific, November to May;  f! rainfall index for India, June
to September;  g! rainfall index for southeastern Africa, November
to May;  h! temperature index for stations in southwestern Canada
and the northwestern United States, November to April; snd  i! rain-
fall index for stations in northern Mexico and the U.S. Gulf Coast,
November to February. Vertical lines indicate El Nino/Southern
Oscil1ation episodes as inferred from the top three series, after
Rasmussou and Wallace �983!. Further details and quantitative
values are available from E.M. Rasmusson.
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Fig, 2. Schematic illustration of the interactions berween the
tropical ocean circulations and the global atmosphere. See test
for discussion.

Fig. 3. Composite visible satellite imagery for Dec.-Feb. of four
years, showing the Intertropical Convergence Zone, the South Pacific
Convergence Zone, the Indonesian monsoon, and the equatorial dry
zone. From Global Atlas of Relative Cloud Cover 1967-1970, U.S.
Dept. of Commerce/U.S. Air Force, Washington, D. C., 1971. IInagery
available through the National Climate Center, Asheville, N,C.
28801.
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pitaCion and latent heat release wirhin the armosphere, resulting
in changes in large � scale air circulation patterns, including sur-
f ace winds, which further modify tne fluxes at the sea-surface, a»d
so on. The nec result of this complex chain of interactions is co
effect a readjustment of the pattern of precipitation over the
equatorial Pacif ic Ocean such that the»cavy rainfall tends to
f o liow the region of warmest SST.

In order to show how this relationship applies to the unperturbed
climate systeu», we can compare Figs. 3 and 4b which snow, respec-
tively, the climatological mean distributions of cLoudiness and SST
during Northern Memisphere winter. Note Che 4-5'C SSL' gradient
between Indonesia, where temperate>res exceed 29'i' and cne eastern
Pacific, where equatorial and coastal upwelling, advection of cold
water from the s ~ »ct ~ I> and . xtensive low cloudiness  all direct or
indirect consequences of the strong sourheast trades, which extend
across che equator to the Intertropical Convergence zone at 7'N in
the eastern h >lf of the Pacif ic! conspire to maintain SST's at a
level considerably below the average in the equatorial belt.
Extensive cloudiness, indicative of heavy convective precipitation,
covers the equatorial belt over Indonesia and the extreme western
Pacific, while the cooler eastern belt of che Pacific tends to be
free of r.louds. We can liken the equatorial ocean surface tn ch~
cop of a stove, wich a burner or heating element located over the
warmest SST, near Indonesia, and the atmosphere co a shal Low pan of
water in which vigorous boiling  convection! is»ccurring over che
burner and subsidence is located elsewhere.

The pattern of SST anomalies observ> d during El Mino episodes is
such as co shift the region of warmesc Sg f eastward f rom indonesia
toward the central Pacif Lc Ocean and co ~cakes. tl>e overalL east-
wesc temperature gradient across rhe equatorial Vacitic. Ihe most
recent El MLS'o was an extreme case: Cne patter» of SST anomalies
during the 1982-83 winter, shown in Fig. 4c., was raci>er typical of'
Fl Nino events ac tnac time of year, but the magnitude was two or
three times as large as that observed in typical events. Ihe ano-
malies were so large that. the normal east � west SST gradienc across
the equatorial Pacific was co»q>letely eLiminated. Fig. 4a shows
that during this period, a pool ot very warm surface water was
observed near 150 W. During more typicaL events, the warmesc SST
is observed near the dateline and SST anomalies in Che eas Cern
Pacific are not large enough Co counter the climatological mean SST
g radienC in C hat regi on.

Ln response to rhe altered SST gradienr. along the equator che belt
of convective precipitation shifts eastward, leaving Indonesia in a
drought situation and producing heavy rainfall at island stations
in the cenCral equatorial Pacifir. For example, Canton Island,
which has a desert climate during non-Mino years may experience
rainfall amounts on the order of 3OO mm per month for six or more
c onsecu t i ve mon t hs du r 1 ng El Mi n o episodes. During the recent
1982-83 event, the rainfall belt shifted even further eastward, as
revealed by the discrib»c on of ourgoing Longwave radiation  OLK!
anomalies shown in Fig. 5.  Over most of che tropics negative OLR
anomalies are indicaCive of an above normaL frequency of deep con-
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Fig. 4. Sea � surface temperature patterns  contour interval, 1 K! .
Top panel, December 1982 to February 1983. Middle panel, December-
February climatology. The heaviest shading corresponds to SST's

29"C. Lower panel, anomalies for December 1982 to February 1983.
The heaviest shading denotes anomalies > 3 K.
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Fig. 5. Anomalies in satellite-sensed outgoing long-wave radiation
 OLR!  contours! and wind at 850 mbar  arrows! for three seasons
during tbe 1982-1983 episode. Top panel, June-August 1982; middle
panel, December 1982-February 1983; lower panel, March-May 1983.
Negative anomalies in OLR, indicated by the solid contours and
labelled W for "wet," correspond to regions of enhanced precipita-
tion, and vice versa  DE "dryn!. Contour interval, 20 W/m  where
conrours correspond to + 10, + 30, and so forth!. The longest
arrows correspond to wind anomalies on the order of lp m/sec.
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vective clouds wLtn roid tops radiating to space, and vire versa.]
As the event progressed, the belt of heavy precipitar ion shif Led
farther and farther eastward, followtng the warmest SST. The
observed eastward shif t of equatorial precipitation during gl iIL»o
events has been success fully simulated i» a Large number oi recent
general circulation model  GCM! experime»ts. It is represented
schematicalLy in Fig. 2 by the arrow labeled A.

There are some other important <.l!anges in the distribution of tro-
pical preci>iration during the EL Nino events that are not so well
understood. Fven during rather modest <<inos, in which SST along
the South American coast remains somewhat cooler than in the west-
ern Pacific, episodes of heavy rainfall have been observed along
t' he coast of iEcuador and northern Peru. And in nearly all evenrs
the intertropical convergence zone  ITGg!, which corresponds to the
prominent east-west band of heavy cloudiness I ! Fi !, 3, shif ts
equatorward by a few degrees ot latitude. The present generation
ot general ircuLat ion models us! d in sensitivity studies involving
equatorial SST do notade<luately resolve t»ese more subtle,
regional features a»d us yet we have no satista< tory t <eoreticaL
explanation tor them.

Atmospheric TelecoLLLLeotioLLs
LLeturniug to Fig, 2, we see t»at tue changes io equatorial rainfall.
produce teleconnections to hi »er Latitudes and to otner rag~one ot
the tropics by rearranging the distrzbution of !>Lanetary waves, as
indicated by the arrow 1abe led IL. A crude analogue of this process
is described in Fig. 6, where we see a distribution !>t surface
waves produced by an obstacle in a strea!u. If the obstacle i
moved to another place, the downstream wavetrain wil!. move witL! it,
and the water levels at f Lxed points well dow»st res<> f ro<u the
obstacle may rise or fa11 as a res <I.i . ' ! ig. 7 we see the dis-
tribution of Rossby � waves emanating from a tropical source or sink
of vorticity in the prese»ce of a uniform westerly flow on. a rota-
t ing sphere. The vorti< Icy source or sink shown in panel  a! rep-
resents the outfLow from a localized region of heavy convective
precipitation, and in this discussion I am treating it as a crude
analogue to the obsta<!Le in Fig. 6. The wavetrai»s Ln Fig. 7 are
planetar y in scale and they are oriented along "gre;<r ci«:Le
routes" emanating f rom the lo! »I ized region of forctng.

Fig. 7 is based on calculations involving a LLnearized barotropic
!»ode L. The time sequence L» c»e three panels  o! t»rough  d! shows
hOW the reepO»Se deVelOpS atter t >v perrurnatiuu LS aurupriy
i »sert< d i ! L;> !.! ~:- I.! >, .',' ..bin. Z-L/2 days  panel  o! ! there is a
local response whose shape already res!m >Les tne equLLibrtu><> co»-
f iguration which wil.l. not be fully realized unttL much later; at
larger distances from the perturbatlo<i rne f Low is still. vtr cuaLLy
undisturbed. Che stationary wavetrains downstream oL rl!e perrur-
bation dev<.Lop gradually, o»<. center at a ti!!e, over a time Inter-
val of a week or two. IndividuaL cenrers don't propagate, bur. wave
e ocr y <- L< ar Ly <lees dispe< we dow»srrea» tro<n the source as tne
wave train develops. The rate oL development of the downsrrea!s cen-
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ters is related co the group velocity associated witn Kossby-wave
dispersion.

Linear, barotropic Rossby-wave dispersion is, by no means, the ful.i
explanation of atmospheric Ceieconneccions. It uas becorw incr<.s--
ingly apparent OVer the paar few yearS ChaC the CelecOnneCtiOn pat-
terns observed in the atmosphere result from the i<icerpi=iy between
a number of different dynamical mechanisms, some of which may be
highly nonlinear. Further discussion of these matters would be
inapprOpriate in thiS fOrum: it SuffiCes CO Say that there exisC
plausible dynamical mechanisms which could account. for the observed
correlations between equatorial SST and raintall anomalies and cl.r-
culation patterns at higher Latitudes and in other parts of the
t ropics.

On the basis of surface observations of past Kl Minos such as these
presented in Fig. l, together with analyses of radioson<le observa-
tions and upper air charts it is possible to puc together a global
picture of circulation anomalies characteristic. of F! Nino episo-
des. Fig. 8 shows such a synthesis for the middle latitude ~inter
season. The schematic cloud indicates the region of enhanced rain-
f all in the equatorial central Pacific and cne arrows represent the
Sense of the aCmoapheric circulation anomalies at the jetstream
level. bbte the pair of anticyclonic circulation anomalies which
s traddl< s the region of enhanced raint:all, with centers in che
subtropics, easterly wind anomalies over the equacoriaL belt aud
westerly anomaLies near 30' latitude. Lhis couplet appears witt>
remarkable regularity in individuai I'.L <amino episodes: it is rhe
most robust feature of tne anomalous circulation patceru. gxcend-
ing poleward and thence downstream f rom Ci<e ant icycLonic gyre in
t ne subtropical i<lurch pacif Lc is a pianecary-scale wavecrain, with
anomalous cyclonic circulation over cne <porto Pacific and l'ulf oi
Alaska, anticyclonic circulation over much of central aul we ii rn
Canada, and cyclonic circulat on over the southeastern United
States. The features over western Canada and the Gult of Hexico
are consistent with the climatic anomalies in those regions
described in Fig. ih,i. The presence of tne upper level. anticy-
clone and the southerly flow just co the west of it is conducive
to above normal surface air temperatures in southwestern Canada and
northwestern UniCed States. The westerly wind anomalies over the
Gulf are indicative of an abnormally strong subtropical jetstream
which favors an active cyclone track across the southern U.S. The
shape of the wavetrain is reminiscent of Fig. 7, though the corre-
spondence is perhaps fortuitous in view of the complexity of the
dynamical mechanisms responsible for the teleconnections.

The picture in Fig. 8 is supported by results f rom a growing number
of general circulation model  GCH! sensiciviry experiments ac at
least 8 differenC research institutions in five different coun-
tries. Xn these experiments a GCA is run for an extended period in
which the SST pactern is prescribed in Cer«<s of Cne climatological
mean conditions. StatisCics on the time mean circulation pattern
are compiled for this "control run" co construct a model ciimato-
logy. Then the same model is rerun, starting f rom che saae initial
conditions, with the SST discribut ion prescribed in cern<la ot tile
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Fig. 6, Schematic illustration of a wake caused by an obstacle in a
uniform flow in a fluid with a free surface. Such wakes are
apparent in patterns of low, stratiform clouds downstream of small
islands,

Fig. 7. Analytical solution for a linear barotropic model with a
background flow consisting of pure superrotation with a westerly
wind velocity of 15 m s at the equator and a localized forcing
located at 40 N.  a! The distribution of forcing,  b!- d! solutions
at 2li, 5 and 74 days. Courtesy of Brian J. Hoskins, University of
Reading.
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same climatological mean conditions plus an anomaly field based
upon conditions characteristic of gl Nino episodes. Corresponding
time mean statistics are compiled for tnis "anomaly run" and mean
circulation anomalies due co El Nino are inferred by comparing cli-
matologies for the control and anomaly runs. VirtuaLLy all these
experiments have succeeded i.n simulating cne anticyclonic dipoles
straddling the region of enhanced precipitation a»d aost ot c<iem
show evidence of celeconnections co higner latitudes qualitatively
similar to che observed. Results f rom GYN experiments increase our
confidence in the reality of the ooserved celeconnection patterns.

Another independent verificat Lon of the picture in Fig. 8 is the
pattern of circulation anomalies observed duri»g the 1982-83 win-
ter, when the mosc recent NLRo was at its peak. The pattern is
shown schematically in Fig. 9. Lt can be see i chat the usual pair
of anticyclonic circulation anomalies is present, but shifted
slightly co che east of its position in Fig. 8, consistent with che
unusually pronounced eastward shif t of equatorial precipitation
during the 1982-83 winter, The wavecrain over the pacific/North
American sector resembles the composite picture in Fig, 5, based on
previous events. Consistent with this anomaly paccern, the 1982-83
winter was characterised by record low sea-level pressure in the
North Pacific, warmth over western Canada and the northern Uni.ced
States f rom the Gr eac Lakes wescward, and very heavy precipitation
over the Gulf States.

While the overall pattern in Fig. 9 i s similar co that in Fig. 8,
there are some regional-scale dif ferences between the two patterns
which had important implications for locaL climate anomalies, l'or
example, the region of enhanred ~esteriles over cue North i<a:fl ic
along 30'N was located farther to tne east during 1982-d3 than in
more typical events, bringing a series oi: damaging scor<as ashore
OntO the Southern CalifOrnia cOaSt. The <pper LeVel anticyclOne
over Canada was farther to the southeast than usual, bringing mild
wincer temperatures to the Great Lakes and muon of Cne northeascern
United States whereas during che 197b-77 and 1977-78 Nino winters
these regions suffered below normal temperatures. Even a partial
understanding of these subtle distinctions between circulation. pac-
terns observed during individual El Nino episodes could contribute
significant iy co improving the skill of iong-range weather fore-
casts.

The redistribution of equatorial precipitation during El Nino
events impacts the planetary-sca1e circulation pattern not only ac
the jetstream level, but also at th~ e'arch<a surface, as indicated
in Fig. 2 by the arrow labeled C. Fig. 5 shows the 850 mb wind
anomalies observed at three different stages during the 1982 � 83
Nino episode.  The 850 mb level is located about 1. 5 km above sea-
level and the wind anomalies there are at least qualitatively rep-
resentative of the surface wind anomalies.! lt can be seen chat
chere is a consistent relationship between. the OLR anomalies and
ehe wind anomalies, with we*cerly wind anomalies in rhe equatorial
belt near and just to the west of the region of enhanced rainfall
and vice versa. A similar relationship has been observed in pre-
vious episodes [e.g., see Rasmusson and Carpenter �9d!! ], and lc
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is consiscent with the linear theory of equatorial waves [Natsuno
�966!, Gill �980!t.

Atmospheric Forcing of the Ocean

The surface wind anomalies are the crucial link in the feedback
f rom the atmosphere to the ocean, represented by tne downward arrow
labeled D in Fig. 2. Changes in zonal wind stress along the equa-
tor produce a strong response in the distribution of sea-Level and
surface and subsurface currents, and the ocean dynamic s, in turn,
has important implications upon biological productivity and fisher-
ies and upon rhe distribution ot sea-surface temperature, as indi-
cated by the arrows labeled g aud F Lu Fig. 2. Hence, we have come
through a full circle in tne sequence of atmosphere ocean interac-
tions described in Fig. 2: the El Sino/Southern Oscillation pheno-
menon truly involves a two-way interaction her ween tne two media.
It is this close dynamical coupling that makes it such a challeng-
ing scientific problem.

I am sure that other speakers will elaborate further upon the oce-
anic asp!cts of this feedback loop, I will conclude by mention-
ing one other aspect of Zl Nino upon fisheries which is closely
related to the main theme of this workshop. A pronounced El Nino
signal has been found in sea-level, SST, currents, biological pro-
ductivity, and fisheries recruitment nor. only in the equatorial
belt, but also along the Pacific coast from Chile to at least as
far north as California and perhaps farther. There are two
possible mechanisms which may play a role in transmitting this
signal from the equatorial belt to higher latitudes: �! propaga-
tion of coastaliy trapped waves iu the ocean, and �! local forcing
of coastal phenomena hy anomalous surface ~inds associated with
planetary � scale teleconnection patterns in tie. atmosphere. The
Latter mechanism should be largely restricted to the colder half of
the year, when the atmospheric teleconnection patterns are rela-
tively strong. Therefore, in order to explain apparent influences
of El Nino upon fisheries in extratropical latitudes during summer-
timee it is going to be necessary either to invoke tne first mecha-
mism, which can operate during any season, or to explain how the
COaStal OCean SrruCture rememberS the pattern impOSed upOn it by
local winds during the previous cold season.
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Regional Atmospheric Forcing of Interannual
Surface Temperature and Sea Level
Variability in the Northeast Pacific

Kevin Hamilton
McGill University

William J, Emery
University oi British Columbia

Introduction

The variability of the sea surface temperature  SST! in the
Eastern Subarctic Pacific Ocean has attracted a great deal af
attention fron oceanagraphers and metearologists over the last
three decades. This interest has been natural, since fluctuations
in the SST in the waters off the west coast af North America may
significantly influence the weather over the continent itself
 e.g. Namias, l976!, and may also affect the migration patterns
and oceanic survival of various fish species  e.g., Tully et al.,
1960; Mysak et al., 1982!. In the past few years there has a&so
been much atTenT on devoted to the interannual variations in sea
level height  SLH! along the Pacific coast of North America
 Enfield and Allen, 1980; Thomson and Tabata, 1981; Che'lton and
Davis, 1982!.

There is a growing body of evidence connecting both the SST and
SLH fluctuations in the Northeast Pacific with the familiar
tropical Southern Oscillatian  SO! phenomenon. It is naw well
established that a statistical analysis of data spanning many
years will reveal a positive correlation between the SST in the
tropical Eastern Pacific and that in the Northeast Pacific  e.g.,
Pan and Dort, 1983!. It is also known that at least some of the
major El Nino/Southern Oscillation  ENSO! events in the tropics
were coincident with significant oceanic warmings and the
occurrence of anomalausly high SLH along the Pacific coast of
North America. In particular, the mature phases of both the
1957-58 and 1982-83 ENSO events were accompanied by strong
warmings in the Northeast Pacific  e.g., Tully et al., 1960;
Tabata, 1983, 1984; Royer and Xiong, 1984!.

Despite all of the research dealing with this subject, however,
two important issues have still not been completely elucidated.
Firstly, it is nat clear how regular and predictable the
relationship between ENSO events and the occurrence of anomalausly
high sea levels and SSTs in the Northeast Pacific really is.



In addition the actual mechanisms that may be responsible for
producing a Nar theast Pacific Ocean response to a tropical ENSO
event are not completely understood. Enfield and Allen �980! and
Cheltan and Davis   1982! have emphasized the possible role af
coastally-trapped waves in propagating interannual signals
generated in the tropics northward along the Pacific coast of
North America. On the other hand tropical oceanic and atmospheric
variations are known to be correlated with changes in the sea
level atmospheric circulation in the Northeast Pacific region
 e.g., Trenberth and Paolino, 1981; van Loon and Madden, 1981!.
Such variations in the extratropical atmospheric circulation could
also significantly affect the oceanic conditions in the Gulf of
Alaska  e.g., Haney et al., 1983!.

The present brief paper reports on the results of an attempt ta
resolve these questions by means of a simple analysis of long time
series of meteorological and oceanographic data. This
investigation is described in more detail in Emery and Hamilton
  1985; hereafter EH!. As in EH, the present discussian will focus
on results in the winter season  winter is the season with the
largest interannual variability in both atmospheric and ocean
surface conditions in the Northeast Pacific, e.g., Trenberth and
Paolino, 1981; Namias, 1979!.

Sea Surface Temperature Variations

Fig.1 shows the 'tocatians of the Amphitrite Point and Kains Island
lighthouse stations for which long time series of SST data were
available. The dashed curves in Fig.2 show the observed
winter mean SST observed at the these two stations in a series of
individual years  winter is defined as the period December through
February; winter 1936 is December 1935-February 1936, etc.!.
Interannual variatians of the order of 1-2'C are evident at both
stations. Many af the peaks in these SST records coincide with
the mature phases of ENSO events. t}uinn et al.   1978! examined
long historical records of tropical oceanographic and
meteorological data and classified the intensity of various ENSO
events as being weak, moderate or strong. In their view the
onsets of strong ENSO events occurred in the years 1941, 1957 and
1972  corresponding to mature phases in winter 1942, 1958 and
1973!; moderate ENSO events began in 1939, 1953, 1965 and 1976
 i,e. mature phases in winter 1940, 1954, 1966 and 1977!.
Examination of Fig.2 reveals that the SSTs along the British
Columbia coast were anomalously warm during the winters of 1940,
1941, 1954, 1958, 1966 and 1977, but were anomalously cold during
winter 1973.  }uinn et al. �978! also identified 1943~51 and
1969 as onset years Wo weak ENSO events  mature phases in the
winters of 1944, 1952 and 1970!; only in the winter of 1970 is
there a clear peak in the SST records shown in Fig.2. Thus it
appears that, while there is a definite tendency for the
occurrence of warm British Columbia coastal water to coincide with
the mature phases of tropical ENSO events, this relationship does
nat hold for all ENSO episodes. It is also noteworthy that very
warm winter SSTs are sometimes observed at the lighthouse stations
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Figure 1. Nap of the Canadian Pacific coast showing the locations
of the stations from which oceanographic data were
employed.

at times unrelated to the occurrence of ENSO events  e.g., 1945,
1948, I.961, 1963, 1964!.

In order to discover how these coastal SST variations might be
related to the atmospheric wind forcing in the Northeast Pacific
region, seasonal mean sea level atmospheric pressure  SLP! maps
over the last half century were examined. These maps were
produced fran the daily digitized Northern Hemisphere SLP analyses
assembled from various sources by the Data Support Section at NCAR
 tenne, 1975!. The winter climatology computed from the data
during the period 1947-82 is shown in Fig.3. The most prominent
feature in the climatological SLP pattern is the Aleutian low
which stretches from Kamchatka to the Alaskan Peninsula; the
associated geostrophic surface winds are directed from the
subtropical Pacific into the Gulf of Alaska. Examination of the
sLp charts for the individual winters revealed that, when the
atmospheric pressure pattern differs significantly from
climatology, it tends to do so in one of two charcteristic ways.
In some winters the Aleutian low has a similar shape and location
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index  solid! and the observed winter mean sea surface
temperature at Amphitrite Point  dashed upper! and
Kains Island  dashed bottom!.

as in the climatology, but is more intense. In other winters the
Aleutian low is significantly weaker than climatology; generally
this is accompanied by a westward shift of the center of the low
as well  more details concerning the characteristic variations of
seasonal mean SLP can be found in EH!.
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Table 1. The correlation coefficients between seasonal mean
coastal SSTs and the seasonal mean vaules of the
Northeast Pacific atmospheric pressure index  HPI! as
defined in the text. Values computed using data for the
period 1947-1977 .

Kains Island

sooner SST autumn SSTs rin SSTwinter SST
winter HP I
spring HPI
sutmaer NP I
autumn HPI

-. 250 �.334
-.208

.621

-. 208
.129

Amphi tri te Point

summer SST autumn SST~sr f n@SSTwinter SST
. 733winter NPI

spring NPI
surmner NPI
autumn HPI

-. 338
-.191

.401

� .112
.251

-.074

Correlation coefficients between the seasonal HP! and lighthouse
SST time series are presented in Table 1  if each of the years can
be regarded as providing an independent datum for each series,
then correlations greater than .35 in this table are significant
at the 95'L confidence level!. At both stations the winter HPI is
well correlated not only with the winter SST, but also with the
SST in the following spring  March-May!. As noted fn EH, these
correlations are consistent with a view that interannual
fluctuations of the SST in the eastern half of the Gulf of Alaska
are largely produced by var iations in the wind-induced surface
layer horfzontal advection. Thus in a winter with an anomalously
intense Aluetian low, one can expect anomlously strong
near-surface advecti on of warm water northeastward towards the
Brftfsh Columbia coast. This effect should be most important in
winter, simply because the i nterannual fluctuations of SLP in the
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A simple index that reflects these characteristic fluctuatfons in
the SLP was constructed by taking the difference in the seasonal
mean pressure at 40 N, 120 W and that at 50'N, 170'W  grid points
marked by dots in Fig.3!. A large value of this index  designated
the North Pacific Index or HPI! corresponds to an intense Aleutian
low. The solid curves in Fig.2 show the NPI for each ~inter
between 1932 and 1982. The simflarity of the interannual
fluctuations of the winter HPI and the winter SST at both Kains
Island and Amphitrite Point is quite striking. Intense  weak!
Aleutian lows are clearly associated with warm  cold! coastal
SSTs. In 'EH North Pacific SST anomaly maps for individual winters
were examined in conjunction with the corresponding SLP charts; EH
concluded that the relation between the strength of the Aleutian
low and the winter ocean surface temperature applies not only near
the coast, but also as far west as 150'W.





is noteworthy that the winters of 1952 and 1973 had anomalously
cold SSTs along the British Columbia coast. These observations
strongly suggest that the response of the Paciffc coast SST to
tropical ENSO events occurs largely via the atmospheric
teleconnection that relates the strength of the Aleutian low to
tropical atmospheric conditions. However, this atmospheric
teleconnectfon appears not to function in a completely predictable
manner; this explafns why some ENSO events are not accompanied by
warmi ng of the British Columbia coastal waters. In addition,
strong Aleutian laws certainly occur in winters unconnected with
any tropfcaI ENSO event; in such winters  e.g., 1961, see Ffg.2!
the surface waters in the eastern Gulf of Alaska are found to be
anomalously warm.

Sea Level Height Variations

Winter mean SLH anomalies at various British Columbia coastal
stations were also examined. In general there appeared to be good
correlation between the SLH and the winter NPI, indicating that
high coastal sea level is generally coincident with the appearance
of an intense Aleutian low. This relationship is consistent with
the most elementary conception of how the surface wfnds might
affect the coastal SLH. In particular a strong Aleutian low will
be accompanfed by anoma'tously large northward surface wind stress
throughout the Gulf of Alaska  or at least east of 150 W, see
Fig.3!. This should result in an anomalously large shoreward
total mass transport, and presumably increased coastal sea
levels.

As in the case of the coastal SST observations, the SLH data
suggest that oceanic interannual varfatfons along the west coast
can be explained largely as a response to regfonal atmospherfc
forcing  at least in winter! . The tendency for high British
Columbia SLH to accompany the mature phases of ENSO events can
then be explained as a consequence of the atmospheric
teleconnectfon between the tropical Pacific and the Gulf of
Alaska.

Conclusion

Strfking empirfcal correlations were found between the strength of
the Aleutian low and the British Columbia coastal winter SST and
SLH. In particular, anomal ously strong cyclonic atmospheric
circulation in the Gulf of Alaska fs invariably associated wfth
warm coastal SST and high SLH. While it fs true that wariu SST and
high sea levels are also generally associated wfth the mature
phases of tropical ENSO events, this relationship is less regular
and predictable than the connections with regional atmospheric
forcing.
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El Nino Effects in the Kuroshio
And Western North Pacific

Masaki Kawabe

University of Tokyo

1. Introrfuction

The relationship between the El Nino events and the oceanic and
atmospheric variations in the western North Pacific has been little
studied. On'ly for the trapical region have variables such as sea
level and wi nd stress been examined; it was shown, for example, that
the sea level i n the western tropical Pacific reaches very low
values at the time af El Nina  Hickey, 1975; Nvrtki, 1977, 1979;
Meyers, 1982!. In the subtrooical region, the flow pattern of the
Kurosh i o is highly variable  Fig. 1!, these long-term variations
appearing to be related to large-scale oceanic and atmospheric
variations. However, no clear relation between Kuroshio variations
and El Nino has yet been established. In this paoer the observed
variations af the Kuroshio path wi 1'1 be described in Sec. 3, and
the oceanic and atmospheric variations in the western North Pacific,
includinq the subarctic region, which seem to relate ta El Nino
events will be discussed in Sec. 4.

2, Data

Sea level, sea surface temperature  SST! and atmospheric terrperature
 AT! data were used. Daily mean sea levels at Kushimoto and Uragami
 Fig, 2 shows locations! are published in Tidal Observations issued
annual iy by the Japan Meteoro1ogica1 Agency~gaA~Month y mean
anomalies of SST in regions �! and  A!  Fig, 3 shows locations! and
af AT in the Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts, northern Japan  north of
about 37 N!, were calcu'lated by JMA . Also used were anomalies of
SST in the eastern tropical region  H! from 1949 throuqh 1982,
analysed by Aoki and Yoshina   1984!, and those from 1983 to 1984,
calculated by JMA.

3. Long-term Variations of the Kuroshio Path

Flow of the Kuroshio south and east of Jaoan exhibits large chanqes
aver time  Fig, 1!. East of Japan, the meanderina flow of the
Kuroshio Extension varies over the short. term with the frequent
formation of cold and warm eddies. South of Japan, from south of
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40'N Fig. 1
Flow patterns of the Kuroshio
from 1955 to 1964  after Masu-
zawa, 1965!.

140 E135 Fig, 2
Three typical paths of the Kuro-
shio: the large-meandering path
  thick 1 ine!, the nearshore
smal 1-meandering path  thin line!
and the offshore small-meander-
ing path  broken line!. K and U
indicate the sea level stations
at Kushimoto and Uragami, res-
pectivelyy,
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Fig. 3
Map of the regions where the SST
data were averaged  after JMA,
1984!.

0 160 160 160 140 120 F00 80'W
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Kyushu  about 131oE! to the Izu-Ogasawara Ridqe  about 140oE!, flow
patterns are relatively regular and can be rouqhly classified into
two stable types, the large meanderinq path  thick line in Fiq, 2!
and the small meandering path, The large meander persists for a few
tO 10 years and reappears after a similar iona interval. This is
the most conspicuous of the long-term oceanic variations near japan.
The small meandering oath has two stable short-time tyoes which



persist for I to 7 months. One is the nearshore path alonq the
south coast of Japan and passing Miyake-jima  thin line in Fiq. 2!;
the offshore path passes south of Hachijo-jima  broken line in Fig.
2!  Kawabe, MS !,

1912 � years
1922 � years
1944  about I
1955 � years
1963 � years
1980 � years
1984 � years

and 5 months!
and I month!

0 years!
and 5 months!

!
and 7 months!
and 11 months!

Apr. 1906 - Sep.
Feb, 1917 - Mar.
Mar. 1934 - early
Jul . 1953 � Dec.
May 1959 - May
Aug, 1975 � Mar.
Oct. 1981 - Aug.

The large meander has been present for 35 years and 5 months in the
period from 1895 to 1984, about 40K of the time.

Volume transport of the Kuroshio across lines south of Japan and in
the East China Sea  Fig. 5! have been calculated by Nishizawa   1981!
and Sai ki   1984!   Figs� . 6 and 7!. They oointed out that during the
large-meandering period the transport of the Kuroshio is small on
the KG line along 137oE and large on the KB line in the East China
Sea, This out-of-phase of transport variation can be also seen from
the figures in Nitani �972!; its reason has been discussed  Konaga
et al., 1980; Kawabe, 1980b! but is not yet understood clearly. The
transport of the Kuroshio across the KG line decreases from 1969 to
1971 significantly. This may correspond to the brief large meander
which was almost formed in 1969 but was not stable and so is not
ordinarily classed as a large meander. The variation of Kuroshi o
transport has periods of 3-4 and 7-8 years in the region around the
KF and KG lines  Minami et al., 1978! and of 5.5 and 8 years on the
KB line  Saiki, 1982!. The dotted line in Fig. 7 indicates the
composite of the 5,5- and 8-year variations.

4. Oceanic: and Atmospheric Variations in the
western North Pacific and Nino Events

Tropical region  south of about 15 N!,

Vertical distributions of temperature and salinity along 137oE in
January are shown in Fio. 8. At low latitudes the volume of warm
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Periods of large meanders of the Kuroshi o can be determined from
coastal sea levels. Sea level variations at Kushimoto and Uragami
ref1ect those of the regions to the west and east of these stations,
as indicated in Fig, 2 by the areas surrounded by dashed and dotted
lines  Tsumura, 1963; Kawabe, 1980a!. These variations in the two
areas are very different during small meanders and very similar
during large. The sea level difference between Kushimoto and
Uragami is a useful index of the large-meandering period of the
Kuroshi o  Moriyasu, 1958; Yagura and Goto, 1960; Tsumura, 1963;
Okada, 1978; Kawabe, 1980a!. From differences in daily mean sea
level between Kushimoto and Uragami  in Fiq. 4, the period of small
differences and large meanders is underlined! and from Okada �978!
for earlier years, the following periods of larqe meanders have
been identified:
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Fig. 5
Locations of the observation lines
for the estimate of Kuroshio
transport,

'60

Fig. 6 Volume transport of the Kuroshio south of Japan calculated
with reference to 1000 db and normalized by the mean value
in each season  after Nishizawa, 1981!;  a! K0 line,
 b! KE line,  c! KF line and  d! KG line. Solid bars in
the lowest part indicate the large-meanderinq periods of
the Kuroshi o.
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water above 28 C increased in 1970, 1971, 1972, 1974, 1976 and 1982,
extending meridionally to about 13oN and vertically to near 100 m,
Thus it appears that warm water accumulates in the surface layer
prior to the El Nino events of 1972, 1976 and 1982, and that the
volume of warm water then decreases during El Nino, although this
is not so c'Iear for the 1969 event. The large accumulation of warm



Fig, 7
Annual mean volume transport of
the Kuroshio across the K6 line in
the East China Sea referred to
700 db  solid line!, the composite
of 5. 5- and 8-year variations
which are dominant in the trans-
port variation shown by dotted
line and the large-meandering
periods of the Kuroshio  bars!
 after 5aiki, 1982!.
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Fig. 8 Vertical distributions of temperature �9, 28, 25, 200C!
and salinity �5.5, 35.0, 34.9K! in the surface layer
along 137oE in January, 1967 to 1983  after JMA, 1984!.

water corresponds to high sea level  Nagasaka, 1981!. In the
western equatorial region, water temperature at a deoth of 50 to
100 m correlate more closely with Nino events than does the sea
surface temperature  Japan Meteorological Agency, 1984!.

The variation of sa'linity distribution is more evident in the region
from 10 to 20 latitude than near the equator. The volume of saline
water north of 10o is very small from 1970 to 1977, esoecially from
1970 to 1973, but there is no obvious relation between the salinity
variation and El Nino.

Subarctic region  north of about 35oN!.

Figure 9 shows monthly mean anomalies of sea surface temperature
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Nonthly mean anomalies of SST and AT from the seasonal
variation.  a! SST in the eastern tropical region  N!,
 b! SST in the western subarctic region  A!,  c! SST in
the Oyashio region east of Japan �!,  d! AT in the
Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts i n northern Japan, north of
about 37 N. Thick lines indi cate 12-month runninq means.
Downward arrows in  a! i ndi cate the El Nina events, and
upward solid arrows in  b!,  c! and  d! indicate low
temperature corresponding to the El Nino events. Upward
dotted arrows in  c! i ndi cate mini ma which do not
correspond to El Ni no and cannot be seen for SST in
region  A!,
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 SST! from the seasonal variation in the region  H! �aS � 5 N,
90o � 100aN!.  A! �5o � 53aN, 130o � 180 E! and � ! �5a � 40 N,
140 � 150 E! and the anomalies of atmospheric temoerature  AT! in
the Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts, northern Jaoan  Fiq. 3 shows
locations!. Eight SST maxima in region  H!, indicated by arrows,
correspond to the Nino events: 1951-1952, 1953, 1957-1958, 1965,
1969, 1972- 1973, 1976-1977 and 1982- 1983   Fig� . 9a ! . High SST in
the regi on  H! also appears in 1980 which is as high as in 1953,
but i t is not regarded as a Nino event. The most remarkable feature
is that SST in the regions  A! and �! and AT in the northern aart
of Japan were low durina Nino events. Low SST in reqion  A!
occurred in 1953, 1957-1958, 1965, 1969-1970, 1976-1977, 1980-1981
and 1983  Fig. 9b!. The 6 minima, except for that in 1980-1981 were
at the time of El Nina, and 1aw SST in 1980-1981 may correspond to
the high SST in the region  H! in 1980. However, SST was nat low
at the time of El Ni no in 1951- 1952 and 1972- 1973. AT in the
northern part of Jaoan was clearly low in 1947, 1952-1954, 1957,
1964-1965, 1969-1970, 1974, 1976- 1977, 1981 and 1983  Fig. 9d!,
Among these minima, except for that in 1947, low AT in 1974 and
1981 does not correspond to El Nino, but the other 6 minima occurred
during Nina events and low SST in the reqion  A!. Thus, low SST in
the western subarctic region  A! and low AT in the northern part, of
Japan correlate clearly wi th most Ni no events �953, 1957-1958,
1965, 1969, 1976- 1977 and 1982- 1983 events!, wi tl, the exceoti on of
the events in 1951-1952 and 1972-1973.

A similar relation can be seen for SST in the Oyashio region �!.
SST in region �! is low at the time of El Nino in 1953, 1965,
1976-1977 and 1983, though it is not always low at the time of E1
Nino  only slightly low in 1957-1958 and not low in 1951-1952, 1969
and 1972-1973!  Fig. 9c!. Besides these minima, there are four
significant minima in 1958, 1963, 1974 and 1981 that do not
correspond to the El Nino events. Since these minima are not
evident in region  A! SST, they are thought to be caused by spatially
limited phenomena.

Variation of the southernmost extent of the Oyashio water is a,so
informative  Fig. 10!. The remarkable southward shift of the
Oyashi o water in 1958, 1963, 1973-74 and 1981 corresaonds well to

41
40
39
33
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33 1947 1951 19,

Fig. 10 5-month running means of the southernmost latitude reached
by Oyashi o water as indicated by 5aC isotherm at a depth
of 100 m  after JNA, 1984!,
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Temperature distribution at a depth of
100 m in early May, 1984  after Saiki, 1984a!.
Shaded area is the region below 5 C.
8roken lines indicate the mean isotherms
averaged from 1965 to '1983,40

the 4 SST minima found only in region �!  the southward shift in
1956 and 1978 does not relate to low SST!. The largest southward
extension of the Oyashio water occurs from the end of 1983 to 1984
 Fig 11; Sai ki, 1984a ! and corresponds to extremely low SST in
region �!. Southward shift of the Oyashio water can be considered
as one of the causes for low SST in reqion �! not related to El
Nino.

Power spectra of the time series in Fiq. 9 are shown in Fi o. 12.
The dominant periods being siqnificant at the 90K level are the 3.6-
year peri od for SST in the region  H!, the 6. 1-year period for SST
in the regi ons  A! and �!. Other aooarent peaks are not
statistically significant,

The 6. 1 year SST variatian in region A is highly coherent with
variations of the same period of AT in the northern part of Japan
 significant at the 99% leve'I! and of SST in reaion �!  significant
at the 955 level!, with little difference in phase. The 6. 1 year
SST variation in region H is not so highly coherent with those of
the other time series, but is highly coherent at the 7 . 1 year
period  close ta the 80% si gnificance level!. The ohase of the 7. 1
year SST variation in reqion H lags SST in region A by 0.86 r:, SST
in region �! by 1. 16 n and AT in northern Japan by 0,92 ii, thus i s
almost opposite in phase to the other three variations. This
relates to the low SST and AT in the western subarctic region during
El Nino as suggested in Fig. 9. Oominance of a 6 year period is
also reported for variation of water temperature in the eastern
channel of the Tsushima Strait  Miita and Tawara, 1984!. 8esides,
SST in region H is hiqhly coherent with SST in reqion A at the 2. 1
and 3,9 periods with a phase 'Iag of 0.95 ~ and 0.88 ~ and with SST
in region �! at the 1. 9 and 3.9 year peri ods with a phase lao of
1.42 ' and 0.57 i above the 90$ level. Moreover, it is also
coherent with AT in northern Japan at the 3.6 and 1,8 year periods
with a phase lag of 0.41 iT and 0,43 n abave and close to the 80$
significance level, respectively.

Subtropical region   15 N � 35oN!

Oceanic and atmospheri c variations in the western subtropical region
show no obvious relation with the EI I'iino events; for examole, SST
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Power spectra of the time series in Fig. 9  oC2 month!.
The data in the following periods were used;  a! Jan.,
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1950 � May, 1984 and  d! Jan. 1946 - Jul. 1984. The
vertical bars in the right upper oortion indicate the
60'4 and 90% confidence intervals.

Fig. 12

The spectrum of occurrence of the large meander in the Kuroshio is
shown in Fig. 14. The dominant period is about 20 years, and
noticeable but statistical'ly insignificant peaks can be seen at 3.4
and 8.5 years. The latter oeriods are similar to periods of the
Kuroshio transport south of central Japan, indicated by Minami
et al �978!, and the B. 5 year period is also almost the same as a
dominant period in the Kuroshi o transport in the East China Sea,
indicated by Saiki   1982!, 1ts coherence with SST in the region  H!
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in the region �!, �! and  8!  Fig. 3 shows locations!, AT in the
southern area of Japan and wind stress in small orids. However, one
interesting relation is indicated by Saiki �984b! who showed the
variation of strength of the Ogasawara Hiqh  western oart of the
Pacific High!, to correspond to the strength of the Trade tllind  Fiq.
13!. The Ogasawara High is weak before El Nino event and strenqthens
after its occurrence, while the large meander of the Kuroshio occurs
within 1 or 2 years after the rapid increase of strength of the
Ogasawara High in 1950-1951, 1957 and 1974, and disapoears as this
High weakens. The short-time meander in 1969, mentioned above, may
also relate to the rapid increase in 1968.



Fig. 13 12-month running means of 500 db height averaged in the
region of 20o � 30oN, 130o � 170oE, an index of strenoth
of the Ogasawara Nigh  after Saiki, 1984b!,
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Fig. 14
Power spectrum of the occurrence
of the large meander in the Kuro-
shio  Sept. 1897-Dec. 1982!,
normalized by the maximum power.
The vertical bars in the right
upper portion indicate the 60~
and 90% confidence intervals .
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is above the 90' siqnificance level at the oeriod of 3,3 - 3.6 years
and above the 80X level at the 8.5 year period. This suogests the
possibility of a connection between El Nino and the larqe meander
of the Kuroshio with a period of about 3.5 years,

5, Discussion

Some relations between El Nino and water temperature in the surface
layer of the western tropical reqion and SST and AT in the western
subarctic region are presented in this paper. The relation is less
obvious for oceanic variations in the western subtropical region.
It is noteworthy that the relation with El Nino seems to be more
pronounced in the subarctic region than in the subtropical region,
despite the greater distance from the trooical El Nino region.
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The 3.5 � 3.6 year variation is dominant for SST in the reoion  H!,
reflecting the occurrence of Fl Ni no; there are small oeaks of this
period in AT in northern Japan and in the occurrence of the laroe
meander in the Kuroshi o, these being hiqhfy coherent. Okada   1981!
pointed out that cool summers and bad croos occur in the Tohoku
District in the years near the generation and disapoearance of the
large meander in the Kuroshi o. The cool sutn33ers and bad croos must
be connected closely to low AT in the Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts
which occurs mostly at the time of El Nino, Thus there may be some
connection between El Nino and the large meander of the Kuroshio.



There are other spectral peaks, such as those at 6. 1 and 8, 5 years
that while not statistical'ly significant relate to significant
vari ati ons in relevant regions and variables. For example, the 6
year variation i s domi nant for SST in the western subarcti c region
and the 8 year variation is daminant in Kuroshia transport. It is
important ta examine the characteristics of these long term
variations through further analysis of suitab'le long time series
since these variations can be expected to have Pacific or world-wide
dimensions and to play an important role in global teleconnections .
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